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In Jiang Wan’s house. 

Jiang Bo’s face was full of discomfort, as if he had been beaten. 

Xu Fang’s eyes were red. Certainly, she had actually simply sobbed. 

Jiang Hong’s face darkened. Just now, a couple of individuals unexpectedly concerned his 

home and also took Jiang Wan away by force. Without understanding their history, Jiang 

Hong didn’t attempt to call the authorities; for worry that the issue would certainly be 

exaggerated. 

” It needs to be Samuel. Other than for him, who else has captured Jiang Wan? 

Jiang Hong additionally thought that this issue had something to do with Samuel, but if it 

was actually done by him, how could the Jiang family handle it? 

And this moment, it was all Jiang Wan’s mistake. It was difficult for Jiang Hong to use his 

ranking to reduce Samuel. 

Jiang Hong asked. In Jiang Hong’s point of view, Samuel would certainly not trigger 

problem for Jiang Wan after the incident unless Jiang Wan had actually done something 

that had actually outraged Samuel. 

” Father, don’t you know who Jiang Wan is? She has been disposed by Liu Zhijie. What else 

can she do?” Xu Fang said. 

Obviously, Jiang Hong recognized that Jiang Wan was. It was likewise because of Liu Zhijie’s 

desertion that she had retaliated on Samuel and Yvonne. 

” Jiang Bo, do you understand what Jiang Wan has done?” Jiang Hong asked. 

” Papa, she …”. 

” Tell me promptly.”. 



Jiang Bo didn’t attempt to conceal this matter. He was terrified that something negative 

would take place to Jiang Wan. 

Jiang Hong was furious. He really did not anticipate that Jiang Wan wouldn’t pay attention 

to him and also even went to make difficulty for Samuel. 

A person like Samuel was superior to Tang Zong. A small fry like Jiang Wan was merely 

courting death. 

Jiang Hong took a deep breath and also took out his mobile phone. It was a little shameless 

to call Lydia currently, Jiang Hong was the older of the Jiang family. He had no selection but 

to confess it, also if he had to say sorry to Samuel. 

Prior to he could make the call, the door was exploded, Samuel rushed right into the Jiang 

family’s house alone. 

Xu Fang ran to Samuel when she saw Samuel. She ordered his garments with both hands 

and also yelled, “Samuel, where did you take my daughter? If anything occurs to her, I’ll 

battle you to the fatality.”. 

He really did not expect that they had actually already taken Jiang Wan away in such a brief 

time, yet he had to see her currently. Only Jiang Wan understood where Yvonne was. 

” Samuel, we simply had an internal dispute. Jiang Bo said to SamuelSamuel. 

” I only despise that I really did not eliminate Jiang Wan promptly. Or else, Yvonne wouldn’t 

have been detained,” Samuel stated coldly. 

Any person who intended to harm Yvonne would have only one ending in Samuel’s hands, 

which was fatality! 

” Samuel, she’s your cousin,” Jiang Hong said with gritted teeth. 

Samuel sneered as well as claimed, “As our cousin, she asked somebody to apprehend her 

cousin. Jiang Hong, is this the Jiang household’s guideline? You just permitted the old to 

bully the young?”. 

The contradiction from beginning to end was triggered by Jiang Wan. He had nothing to 

state to refute Samuel, however Samuel desired to kill Jiang Wan. 



” Samuel, if you obtain somebody to launch Jiang Wan, Yvonne will be secure. This issue is 

my Jiang family’s fault. If you desire me to ask forgiveness to you after that, I, Jiang Hong, 

will definitely do it,” Jiang Hong claimed. 

” Jiang Hong, you placed on your own in such a high position. Do you think you’re certified? 

Your apology is worthless in my eyes. It’s bullshit,” Samuel said. 

 


